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Abstract
Tensegrity is a unique geometric morphology which can be stabilized by its self-equilibrium, and
therefore, finding its equilibrium shape is one of the key points to design tensegrity structures. In this
study, the form-finding problem is carried out by the tangent stiffness method which is quite effective
in the geometrical nonlinear analysis due to its strict rigid body displacement of elements. Equation (1)
is the general formulation of tangent stiffness method where U is the nodal force vector, 𝐊 𝟎 is the
element stiffness which provides the element behavior in element (local) coordinate, and 𝐊 𝐆 is the
tangent geometrical stiffness, and 𝐮 is the nodal displacement vector in general coordinate.
𝛅𝐔 = (𝐊 𝟎 + 𝐊 𝐆 )𝛅𝐮

(1)

Since the element behavior inside the local coordinate of element has no concern with the tangent
geometrical stiffness, it is possible to define a wide variety of the element behavior and to use the virtual
element stiffness freely [1]. In the form-finding process by the tangent stiffness method, the element
behavior can be established by defining the measure potentials. The virtual potential functions have the
parameters of element measurement and its differential functions as the element force equations
prescribing the element behavior. In this study, the element force equation is generalized to be able to
have a function of multiple non-stressed length as shown in figure 1. Equation (2) is the defined element
force equation and its differential function is as in equation (3) in which, N is axial force, C is coefficient
of stiffness, 𝒍𝟎 is the non-stressed length, l is the current length, n is the serial number.
𝐍 = 𝐂(𝒍 − 𝒍𝟎𝟏 )(𝒍 − 𝒍𝟎𝟐 ) … … . (𝒍 − 𝒍𝟎𝒏 )

(2) ,

𝟏

𝛅𝐍 = (∑𝒏𝒊=𝟏 𝒍−𝒍 ) 𝐍. 𝛅𝒍
𝟎𝒊

(3)

Figure 1 shows the relation between non-stressed length and axial force of the solution whose primary
octagonal form is with eight struts and twenty four cables. The shape of each solution is represented by
the axial force of each member along with the gradual change of the non-stressed length of softer cables.
Each configuration is resembled by a set of
each dot in three colour series respectively. It
can be expected to obtain numerous solutions
even under the same connectivity of primary
form and allows the compression members
come to connect each other which is beyond
the general sense of tensegrity. Therefore, this
research can find out another concept of
tensegrity and be applied in more aspects of
tensegrity studies.
Figure 1. Result of octagonal configuration
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